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SUBJECT:  Policy 2:5 Transfer of Credit 
 

The Registrars discussed the section of Board Policy 2:5 – Transfer of Credit that relates 
to credit received earned through validation methods.  The group discussed the language in BOR 
Policy 2:5 and recommended that this be modified to indicate that, in these cases, credit earned 
through validation does not replace or remove a previous grade.  The suggested language is 
incorporated in the attachment. 
  

This does have rather broad implications.  In the cases where CLEP or any other 
nationally normed exam is used to validate mastery, a grade of EX is assigned.  By policy, these 
grades are not incorporated into a calculation of GPA’s.  While a student could still use this 
process to fulfill a requirement, if the student had previously failed the course, the F grade would 
still impact the GPA.   
  

In other cases, section 11 of this policy establishes that by policy only the last grade 
entered is used to calculate GPA.   

 
11.  When a course has been repeated for credit, all attempts will be 

entered on the transcript but the last grade earned will be used in 
the calculation of the grade point averages.  

 
 Members of the Council should be prepared to discuss this and to formulate a 
recommendation. 
 
 
 
  



 
10. Credit Received Through Validation Methods  
 

A. Credit earned through validation methods other than nationally recognized examinations 
is limited to a maximum of 32 hours of credit for baccalaureate degrees and 16 hours of 
credit for associate degrees. 

 
1) Validation of Military credit is limited to an additional 32 hours of credit for 

baccalaureate degrees and an additional 16 hours of credit for associate degrees. 
 

B. Credit for college level courses granted through nationally recognized examinations 
such as CLEP, AP, DANTES, etc., will be evaluated and accepted for transfer if 
equivalent to Regental courses and the scores are consistent with Regental policies. 

 
1) If credit received through validation is applied as elective credit, it may only be 

applied at the 100 or 200 level. 
 

2) Credit received through validation may apply to System General Education 
Requirements and Institutional Graduation Requirements. 
 

3) Credit received through validation may not apply to writing intensive requirements. 
  

4) Nationally recognized exams such as CLAP, AP, DANTES, etc. cannot be used to 
replace or remove a previous grade in the equivalent course. 

 
C. When validation credits are accepted, equivalent courses are recorded on the 

transcript but are not calculated into the grade point averages. 
 

D. In any subsequent evaluation, equivalencies for system common courses and system 
general education courses will not be changed.  Equivalencies for unique courses may 
be changed, re-evaluated, or inactivated.  Additional equivalencies may be added and 
evaluated. 

 
E. The university-specific degree requirements determine if the validation credits 

accepted also are applicable to the student’s degree program at that university.  When 
credit is earned through validation, the validation will not replace or remove a 
previous grade in the course. 
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